Case Study

Digital Transformation, Improved Time-toMarket Leads to SMART Manufacturing for
Market Leader
LTI helped the client transform into connected enterprise by digitizing the core.

Business Challenge
With a strong vision to become market leader, the client wanted to use “separation from
parent unit” as an opportunity to achieve “SMART manufacturing and fully-integrated, realtime supply chain’ through digital transformation.
The client was facing challenges in terms of multiple ERPs in different regions, technology
redundancy and managing 400+ integration points.

What LTI Did
LTI prepared a strategic digital transformation plan, defined measurable milestones, conducted
extensive product and solution comparison, and charted out a full-fledged plan to digitize the
core with API-led architecture. The transformation journey was carried out in four phases:

Rationalization:

Consolidation:

APIfication:

Adoption:

Analysis of all services
and integration points by
domain SMEs.

Defining Common
Business Object (CBO)
and creation of
canonical model.

Development of
service as API.

Integration/Subscription
model for API consumers.

LTI leveraged its inhouse assets and tools (SIA) to fasten the whole transformation journey.

What Was Achieved

Successful consolidation of 400+ integration flows into 45+ service APIs

Reducing technical debt by replacing of 6+ tools with one single tool

Self-service with less effort, time, and costs

40% improved time-to-market by CI/CD implementation

Key Takeaway
Empowering and making businesses future-ready through connected enterprise.
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